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THE ANTIGONE AND ITS MORAL
Leader, VII (29 March 1856), 306
Ostensibly a notice of The Antigone of Sophocles: Text with Short English Notes for the Use of Schools
(Oxford, 1885), ‘The Antigone and Its Moral’ was begun, according to George Eliot's journal, on 25
March 1856. In her high estimate of the tragedy and her analysis of it as the 'antagonism of valid claims'
she follows the lead of the German critics of the play, but there is an intense personal note in her
argument for the universality of the conflict: 'Wherever the strength of a man's intellect, or moral sense, or
affection brings him into opposition with the rules which society has sanctioned, there is renewed the
conflict between Antigone and Creon'. Her own life, before the days of success as a novelist, could be
resolved into a series of such conflicts, and if they were not strictly tragic, they were at least intensely
painful to a mind like hers, in which the principles of intellectual independence and of piety were equally
strong.
***
‘Lo! Here a little volume but great Book’—a volume small enough to slip into your breast pocket, but
containing in fine print one of the finest tragedies of the single dramatic poet who can be said to stand on
a level with Shakspeare. Sophocles is the crown and clower of the classic tragedy as Shakspeare is of the
romantic: to borrow Schlegel’s comparison, which cannot be improved upon, they are related to each
other as the Parthenon to Strasburg Cathedral.
The opinion which decried all enthusiasm for Greek literature as 'humbug,' was put to an
excellent test some years ago by the production of the Antigone at Drury Lane.3 The translation then
adopted was among the feeblest by which a great poet has ever been misrepresented; yet so completely
did the poet triumph over the disadvantages of his medium and of a dramatic motive foreign to modern
sympathies, that the Pit was electrified, and Sophocles, over a chasm of two thousand years, once more
swayed the emotions of a popular audience. And no wonder. The Antigone has every quality of a fine
tragedy, and fine tragedies can never become mere mummies for Hermanns and Bockhs to dispute about:
they must appeal to perennial human nature, and even the ingenious dulness of translators cannot exhaust
them of their passion and their poetry.
E'en in their ashes live their wonted fires.
We said that the dramatic motive of the Antigone was foreign to modern sympathies, but it is
only superficially so. It is true we no longer believe that a brother, if left unburied, is condemned to
wander a hundred years without repose on the banks of the Styx; we no longer believe that to neglect
funeral rites is to violate the claims of the infernal deities. But these beliefs are the accidents and not the
substance of the poet's conception. The turning point of the tragedy is not, as it is stated to be in the
argument prefixed to this edition, 'reverence for the dead and the importance of the sacred rites of burial',
but the conflict between these and obedience to the State. Here lies the dramatic collision: the impulse of
sisterly piety which allies itself with reverence for the Gods, clashes with the duties of citizenship; two
principles, both having their validity, are at war with each. Let us glance for a moment at the plot.
Eteocles and Polynices, the brothers of Antigone, have slain each other in battle before the gates
of Thebes, the one defending his country, the other invading it in conjunction with foreign allies. Hence
Creon becomes, by the death of these two sons of OEdipus, the legitimate ruler of Thebes, grants funeral
honours to Eteocles, but denies them to Polynices, whose body is cast out to be the prey of beasts and
birds, a decree being issued that death will be the penalty of an attempt to bury him. In the second scene
of the play Creon expounds the motive of his decree to the Theban elders, insisting in weighty words on
the duty of making all personal affection subordinate to the well-being of the State. The impulses of

affection and religion which urge Antigone to disobey this proclamation are strengthened by the fact that
in her last interview with her brother he had besought her not to leave his corpse unburied. She
determines to brave the penalty, buries Polynices, is taken in the act and brought before Creon, to whom
she does not attempt to deny that she knew of the proclamation, but declares that she deliberately
disobeyed it, and is ready to accept death as its consequence. It was not Zeus, she tells him-it was not
eternal justice that issued that decree. The proclamation of Creon is not so authoritative as the unwritten
law of the Gods, which is neither of to-day nor of yesterday, but lives eternally, and none knows its
beginning.

Ου γαπ τι νυν γε καχθεξ, αλλ αει ποτε
Ζη ταυτα, κουδειξ οιδεν εζοτου ϕανη
Creon, on his side, insists on the necessity to the welfare of the State that he should be obeyed as
legitimate ruler, and becomes exasperated by the calm defiance of Antigone. She is condemned to death.
Haemon, the son of Creon, to whom Antigone is betrothed, remonstrates against this judgment in vain.
Teiresias also, the blind old soothsayer, alarmed by unfavourable omens, comes to warn Creon against
persistence in a course displeasing to the Gods. It is not until he has departed, leaving behind him the
denunciation of coming woes, that Creon's confidence begins to falter, and at length, persuaded by the
rrheban elders, he reverses his decree, and proceeds with his followers to the rocky tomb in which
Antigone has been buried alive, that he may deliver her. It is too late. Antigone is already dead; Haemon
commits suicide in the madness of despair, and the death of his mother Eurydice on hearing the fatal
tidings, completes the ruin of Creon's house.
It is a very superficial criticism which interprets the character of Creon as that of a hypocritical
tyrant, and regards Antigone as a blameless victim. Coarse contrasts like this are not the materials handled
by great dramatists. The exquisite art of Sophocles is shown in the touches by which he makes us feel that
Creon, as well as Antigone, is contending for what he believes to be the right, while both are also
conscious that, in following out one principle, they are laying themselves open to just blame for
transgressing another; and it is this consciousness which secretly heightens the exasperation of Creon and
the defiant hardness of Antigone. The best critics have agreed with Bockh in recognising this balance of
principles, this antagonism between valid claims; they generally regard it, however, as dependent entirely
on the Greek point of view, as springing simply from the polytheistic conception, according to which the
requirements of the Gods often clashed with the duties of man to man.
But, is it the fact that this antagonism of valid principles is peculiar to polytheism? Is it not rather
that the struggle between Antigone and Creon represents that struggle between elemental tendencies and
established laws by which the outer life of man is gradually and painfully being brought into harmony
with his inward needs. Until this harmony is perfected, we shall never be able to attain a great right
without also doing a wrong. Reformers, martyrs, revolutionists, are never fighting against evil only; they
are also placing themselves in opposition to a good-to a valid principle which cannot be infringed without
harm. Resist the payment of ship-money, you bring on civil war; preach against false doctrines, you
disturb feeble minds and send them adult on a sea of doubt; make a new road, and you annihilate vested
interests; cultivate a new region of the earth, and you exterminate a race of men. Wherever the strength of
a man's intellect, or moral sense, or affection brings him into opposition with the rules which society has
sanctioned, there is renewed the conflict between Antigone and Creon; such a man must not only dare to
be right, he must also dare to be wrong-to shake faith, to wound friendship, perhaps, to hem in his own
powers. Like Antigone, he may fall a victim to the struggle, and yet he can never earn the name of a
blameless martyr any more than the society-the Creon he has defied, can be branded as a hypocritical
tyrant.

Perhaps the best moral we can draw is that to which the Chorus points-that our protest for the
right should be seasoned with moderation and reverence, and that lofty words—megaloi logoi—are not
becoming to mortals.

